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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
This document outlines the Archaeological Monitoring for the construction activities associated 
with the R380 road diversion around the archaeological site HMK1.  
 
PGS Heritage (Pty) Ltd was appointed by Mokala Manganese Mine to undertake an 
Archaeological Monitoring Program (AMP) for the proposed R380 road diversion as part of the 
Mokala Manganese development on the farm Kipling 271 north of the town of Hotazel in the 
Ga-mogara Local Municipality, Northern Cape. An initial Phase I report in 2014 identified 
scatters of Stone Age materials close to or in the alignment of the  road diversion. PGS was 
then contacted in 2020 to implement an AMP around the archaeological site of HMK1. 
 
This document reports on the results of the AMP resulting from the destruction of known, low-
significance, heritage features during construction activities and it will report on the results of 
the monitoring visits which took place on 1-3, 8 and 17 June 2020.  The program saw the 

destruction of the designated site, during which further archaeological finds just outside of the 
footprint of HMK1, but still in the construction footprint, were uncovered listed as HMK1a. This 
discovery resulted in the recommendation of further mitigation actions that requires a permit 
under s35 of the National Heritage Resources Act. 
 
Recommendations 
 
Considering the nature of the development in question, it is not possible for the construction 
footprint to be adjusted to address the finds some 20m northeast of HMK1. As a result, the 
following mitigation measure are recommended: 

• That test excavations in the undisturbed Kalahari sands within the construction footprint 
as identified be done to document and collect a representative sample of artefacts 
present in the deflated pebble layer; 

• That a surface collection of all artefacts within the disturbed sand quarry is done before 
construction continues; 

• In line with the general recommendations for construction activities in 100 meters from 
the Ga-mogara river centre line, controlled sampling within the construction footprint is 
done by auger to determine if any deposits are present; 

 
It must further be noted that due to the construction activity halted due to this chance find, the 
further recommendation is that an interim report on the mitigation is accepted as backing for 
the application to destruct the site at HMK1a to enable constructions continue. This destruction 
will need to be monitored by a qualified archaeologist. 
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All material recovered will be curated with the other material recovered under permit 3103 
(BRMO Stone Age site) as agreed with the landowner AssMag Pty Ltd. 
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TERMINOLOGY AND ABBREVIATIONS 
Archaeological resources 
This includes: 

§ material remains resulting from human activity which are in a state of disuse and are in 
or on land and which are older than 100 years including artefacts, human and hominid 
remains and artificial features and structures;  

§ rock art, being any form of painting, engraving or other graphic representation on a 
fixed rock surface or loose rock or stone, which was executed by human agency and 
which is older than 100 years, including any area within 10m of such representation; 

§ wrecks, being any vessel or aircraft, or any part thereof, which was wrecked in South 
Africa, whether on land, in the internal waters, the territorial waters or in the maritime 
culture zone of the republic as defined in the Maritimes Zones Act, and any cargo, 
debris or artefacts found or associated therewith, which is older than 60 years or which 
SAHRA considers to be worthy of conservation; 

§ features, structures and artefacts associated with military history which are older than 

75 years and the site on which they are found. 
 
Cultural significance  
This means aesthetic, architectural, historical, scientific, social, spiritual, linguistic or 
technological value or significance  
 
Development 
This means any physical intervention, excavation, or action, other than those caused by natural 
forces, which may in the opinion of the heritage authority in any way result in a change to the 
nature, appearance or physical nature of a place or influence its stability and future well-being, 
including: 

§ construction, alteration, demolition, removal or change in use of a place or a structure 
at a place; 

§ carrying out any works on or over or under a place; 
§ subdivision or consolidation of land comprising a place, including the structures or 

airspace of a place; 
§ constructing or putting up for display signs or boards; 
§ any change to the natural or existing condition or topography of land; and 
§ any removal or destruction of trees, or removal of vegetation or topsoil 

 
Early Stone Age 
The archaeology of the Stone Age between 700 000 and 3 300 000 years ago. 
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Heritage 
That which is inherited and forms part of the National Estate (historical places, objects, fossils 
as defined by the National Heritage Resources Act 25 of 1999). 
 
Heritage resources  
This means any place or object of cultural significance and can include (but not limited to) as 
stated under Section 3 of the NHRA, 

§ places, buildings, structures and equipment of cultural significance; 
§ places to which oral traditions are attached or which are associated with living heritage; 
§ historical settlements and townscapes; 
§ landscapes and natural features of cultural significance; 
§ geological sites of scientific or cultural importance; 
§ archaeological and palaeontological sites; 
§ graves and burial grounds, and 
§ sites of significance relating to the history of slavery in South Africa; 

 
Holocene 
The most recent geological time period which commenced 10 000 years ago. 
 
Late Stone Age 
The archaeology of the last 30 000 years associated with fully modern people. 
 
Late Iron Age (Early Farming Communities) 
The archaeology of the last 1000 years up to the 1800’s, associated with iron-working and 
farming activities such as herding and agriculture. 
 
Middle Stone Age 
The archaeology of the Stone Age between 30 000-300 000 years ago, associated with early 
modern humans. 
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TERMINOLOGY AS PART OF POLICY 
 

Client  
Construction – Developer. 
 
Client  
Operational and Maintenance - Home Owners Association. 
 
Archaeologist  
Professional Archaeologist accredited with the Association of Southern African Professional 
Archaeologists (ASAPA). 
 
Archaeological Contractor  
Professional Archaeologist accredited with ASAPA, conducting rehabilitation or research on 
heritage sites in development. 

 
Contractor  
Any other person doing construction work on site including earthmoving, digging of holes and 
ditches. 
 
Site Manager  
Person appointed by the Client to manage the day to day activities of construction.  
Or a person directly responsible for maintenance activities on the heritage sites under the 
supervision of the Archaeologist. 
 
Environmental Control Officer (ECO)  
Person responsible for the monitoring of the environment during construction work.  
 
Primary or Direct Impacts  
Activities that might have a direct impact on heritage sites that will result in destruction of such 
sites, during construction. These include earthmoving, building of roads and other structures. 
 
Secondary Impacts  
Activities that may impact on heritage sites after construction in the development has stopped. 
These may include people walking through heritage sites and causing erosion of sites, 
damaging of stone walls by climbing over them, the collection of artefacts by residents. 
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Table 1 – List of abbreviations used in this report 

Abbreviations Description 

AIA Archaeological Impact Assessment  
AMP Archaeological Monitoring Program 
ASAPA Association of South African Professional Archaeologists 
CRM Cultural Resource Management 
DWS Department of Water and Sanitation 
ECO Environmental Control Officer 
ESA Early Stone Age 
GPS Global Positioning System 
HIA Heritage Impact Assessment 
LSA Late Stone Age 
MSA Middle Stone Age 
NHRA National Heritage Resources Act 
PGS PGS Heritage Pty Ltd 
SAHRA South African Heritage Resources Agency 
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Figure 1 – Human and Cultural Timeline in Africa (Morris, 2008) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

PGS Heritage (Pty) Ltd was appointed by Mokala Manganese Mine to undertake an Archaeological 
Monitoring Program (AMP) for the proposed R380 road diversion as part of the Mokala Manganese 
development on the farm Kipling 271 north of the town of Hotazel in the Ga-mogara Local 
Municipality, Northern Cape. An initial Phase I report in 2014 identified scatters of Stone Age 

materials close to or in the alignment of the  road diversion. PGS was then contacted in 2020 to 
implement an AMP around the archaeological site of HMK1. 
 

1.1 Scope of the Study 

The main aim of this document is the management of primary impacts resulting from the destruction 
of known, low-significance, heritage features during construction activities and it will report on the 
results of the monitoring visits which took place on 1-3, 8 and 17 June 2020. 
 
Furthermore, it aims to assist the developer in managing the discovered heritage resources in a 
responsible manner, in order to protect, preserve, and develop them within the framework provided 
by the National Heritage Resources Act of 1999 (Act 25 of 1999) (NHRA). 
 

1.2 Specialist Qualifications 

This Monitoring Report was compiled by PGS. 
 
The staff at PGS has a combined experience of nearly 90 years in the heritage consulting industry. 
PGS and its staff have extensive experience in managing HIA processes. PGS will only undertake 
heritage assessment work where they have the relevant expertise and experience to undertake 
that work competently.   
 
Mr. Wouter Fourie, the Project Coordinator, is registered with the Association of Southern African 
Professional Archaeologists (ASAPA) as a Professional Archaeologist and is accredited as a 
Principal Investigator; he is further an Accredited Professional Heritage Practitioner with the 
Association of Professional Heritage Practitioners (APHP). 
 

1.3 Assumptions and Limitations 

Not detracting in any way from the comprehensiveness of the fieldwork undertaken, it is necessary 
to realise that the heritage resources located during the fieldwork do not necessarily represent all 
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the possible heritage resources present within the area.  Various factors account for this, including 
the subterranean nature of some archaeological sites and the current dense vegetation cover.  As 
such, should any heritage features and/or objects not included in the present inventory be located 
or observed, a heritage specialist must immediately be contacted.   
 
Such observed or located heritage features and/or objects may not be disturbed or removed in any 
way until such time that the heritage specialist has been able to make an assessment as to the 
significance of the site (or material) in question.  This applies to graves and cemeteries as well. In 
the event that any graves or burial places are located during the development, the procedures and 
requirements pertaining to graves and burials will apply.  
 

2 TECHNICAL DETAILS OF THE PROJECT 

2.1 Locality  

The Mokala Manganese mine is developed on portions of the farm Gloria 266 and Kipling 271 3 
kilometres northwest of the town of Hotazel in the Ga-mogara Local Municipality, Northern Cape 
Province (Figure 2).  
 

 
Figure 2 – Locality of study area 
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Figure 3 – The approved mine layout 

 

2.2 Technical Project Description 

The Mokala Manganese project on the farm Gloria 266, requires the realignment of the R380 road 
on the farm Kipling 271 (Refer to Figure 3). This realignment is necessitated by the ore body as 
well as the open-pit configuration required for full economic utilisation of the ore body. 
 

3 CURRENT STATUS QUO 

3.1 Site Description 

The area marked for destruction occurs at the following location within a portion of the Farm Kipling 
271: 

• HKM1: 27.186472°; 22.921528°E 
 
The area of HKM1 is situated just outside the riverine bank of the Ga-mogara and can be described 
as wooded grassland vegetation on red Kalahari sands (Figure 4). A calcrete outcrop is evident 
just to the west of the centre of HKM1 (Figure 5), while a large calcrete quarried area is just to the 
north of the site (Figure 6).  
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Figure 4 – View of HKM1 

 

 
Figure 5 – View from HKM1 towards the Ga-
mogara river with the calcrete outcrop visible 

in the foreground 

 
Figure 6 – Calcrete quarry after grading 
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3.2 Site description – HMK1 

The Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) (Fourie 2015) identified 2 archaeological sites (HMK2 and 
HKM3) and one find spot (HKM1). The original alignment would have impacted HKM2-3.  
 
Upon appointment PGS realised that the original alignment as assessed during the HIA  was 
adjusted and that the site HMK1 was to be directly impacted by the adjusted alignment. 
 
The HIA notes, that HMK1 as a low-density surface scatter of Middle Stone Age (MSA) and Later 
Stone Age (LSA) material was identified here. While the general surroundings of the site are 
characterised by red Kalahari Sand, the site is located in an area where a pebble layer had been 
exposed to the surface by erosion.  
  
Approximately 15 individual lithics were identified in an area roughly 25m square, with the highest 
concentration found to be two lithics within a 1m square block.  The lithics were manufactured from 
hornfels and jasper material and is generally rough flakes with minimal retouch.   
 

 
Figure 7 – View of site (HKM1) (10cm scaleincrements) 
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Figure 8 – MSA Lithics found on site (HKM1) (scale 1cm increments) 

 

3.3 Findings of monitoring  

Monitoring of construction activities took place on 1-3, 8 and 17 June 2020.  The monitoring was 
done by Mr Wouter Fourie senior Archaeologist of PGS. 
 
The ai of the monitoring was to assist Mokala Manganese through its appointed contractor to 
implement he destruction of the low significance archaeological site HMK1 as recommended in the 
HIA (Fourie, 2014) for the project.  The procedure agreed upon was: 

• The area of HMK1 was indicated and delineated by the archaeologist; 

• The road alignment and servitude were pegged by the contractor; 

• The archaeologist will then do a transect walk down of the delineated area around HMK1 
and collect artefacts visible on the surface; 

• A TLB will then be used to remove the vegetation around the archaeological site; 

• A grader will then remove the first 50 cm of topsoil to complete the site destruction; 

• The above will be done while the activity is monitored by the onsite archaeologist 
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During the site delineation and walked down a total number of 88 pieces of lithics were collected 
from their secondary context and bagged.  A single Earlier Stone Age (ESA) large chopping tool 
(LCT) was collected, while the bulk of the surface collection consisted of informal cores, flakes and 
roughouts.  A single unifacial point and various, blades, denticulates, and scrapers were collected. 
The raw material is mostly chert, quartzite, quartz, and banded iron stone (Figure 9).  The total 
area of collection covered approximately 800m2. 
 

 
Figure 9 – MSA lithics as collected at HMK1 (scale 1cm increments) 

 
During the monitoring the archaeologist evaluated some areas to the north of HKM1.  This included 
the disturbed calcrete quarry,  and the disturbed sand quarry (Figure 10). It became evident that 
the disturbed areas also contained a large number of lithics with the calcrete quarry having more 
ESA material such as general LCT with the minimal number flaking from river pebbles, and some 

half completed LCTs.  A number of tools also show rolling indicative of a earlier age of deposit in 
the calcrete.  A small uncompleted hand axe possibly indicative of the Fauresmith Industry was 
also observed while the number of MSA flakes and cores were observed (Figure 11). 
 
The materials collected from sand heaps on the edge and in the sand quarry, are associated with 
the MSA with a few smaller lithics possibly LSA. Lithics collected includes various cores and 
facetted blades. Some of the blades show retouch and wear marks (Figure 12).  One remarkable 
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tool shows considerable skill in manufacturing with micro retouch and flaking utilised to produce an 
end scraper like tool that potentially could be hafted and used as a hoe (Figure 13). 
 

 
Figure 10 – Areas as discussed in text 

 

 
Figure 11 – LSA cores and LCTs as collected in the calcrete quarry (scale 1cm increments) 
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Figure 12 – MSA cores and tools collected from the sand quarry (scale 1cm increments) 

 

 
Figure 13 – Lithic tool collected from the sand quarry (scale 1cm increments) 
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Evaluation of the calcrete and sand quarries indicate two stratigraphic units present within the 
substrate at Kipling Farm, Kalahari Sands (Kalahari Group; termed Horizon A) overlying a calcrete 
horizon (Horizon B).  The exposed pebble layer in the sand quarry is consistent with the MSA finds. 
It is most likely that the buried artefacts were once at the surface and thus part of the original 
surface scatters, but due to natural processes they have migrated downwards through the loose 
unconsolidated sediments. This is a common phenomenon in many archaeological sites (Fourie et 
al. 2018). 
 
This new finds are seen as part of the extension of HMK1 and is given the designation of HMK1a 
(Figure 10). 
 
The frequency of lithic finds in the sand quarry and possible primary buried context within the 
subsurface pebble matrix makes for the collection and documentation of lithics in a primary context 
that has not previously been investigated in the larger Hotazel area. This deposit and context will 
be disturbed by the construction activity and it is thus recommended that the site further be 
investigated and documented.  
 
Refer to section 3.5 of this report for the process to be followed after the issuing of the necessary 

permit from SAHRA. 
 

3.4 Management Guidelines for Mitigation 

The identified site (HKM1a) to be impacted on by the construction activities will require mitigation. 
The following process was followed during mitigation: 
 

1. Meeting on site to identify final mitigation measures  
2. Application for permit to conduct mitigation excavations 
3. Receiving of mitigation permit from SAHRA 
4. Physical mitigation excavations, involving: 
5. Lab Analysis, if required, and Documentation completion – Reporting 
6. Application for destruction Permit – by mining company with the backing of an interim report 
7. Commencement of full-blown construction 
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3.5 Mitigation measures to be implemented for HMK1a 

Considering the nature of the development in question, it is not possible for the construction 
footprint to be adjusted to address the finds some 20m northeast of HMK1. As a result, the following 
mitigation measure are recommended for HMK1a: 

• That test excavations in the undisturbed Kalahari sands within the construction footprint as 
identified be done to document and collect a representative sample of artefacts present in 

the deflated pebble layer; 

• That a surface collection of all artefacts within the disturbed sand quarry is done before 
construction continues; 

• In line with the general recommendations for construction activities in 100 meters from the 
Ga-mogara river centre line, controlled sampling within the construction footprint is done 
by auger to determine if any deposits are present; 

 
The implementation of the above will be done through: 

• Full and proper records (written, graphic, electronic and photographic as appropriate), 
using pro forma record forms and sheets as applicable. Digital records created as part of 
the project will comply with specified data standards. The archaeologist will ensure that 
digital information, paper and photographic records is stored in a secure and appropriate 
environment, and be regularly copied or backed up, and copies stored in a separate 
location. 

• Artefact and environmental data collection and discard policies, strategies and techniques 
will fit for the defined purpose, and understood by all staff and subcontractors. 

• Environmental Health and Safety regulations and requirements will take priority over 
archaeological matters. All archaeologists undertaking fieldwork must do so under a 
defined Health and Safety Policy.  

• Thea Archaeologists undertaking fieldwork will observe safe working practices; the Health 
and Safety arrangements must be agreed and understood by all relevant parties before 
work commences. 

• The Archaeologists will liaise closely with the principal contractor and comply with specified 
site rules.  

• On arrival on site, the archaeologist will report to the site manager or other identified 
representative of the principal contractors or developers and conform to their arrangements 
for notification of entering and leaving site. 

• Where the archaeologist has by instruction or agreement the power to suspend 
development work, he or she shall, in exercising such power, follow procedures previously 
agreed with the other contractors on the site. Within the constraints of the nature of the 
archaeological resources, the archaeologist shall not cause unreasonable disruption to the 
maintenance of the work schedules of other contractors. 
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4 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The monitoring program saw the destruction of the designated site HMK1, during which further 
archaeological finds just outside of the footprint of HMK1, but still in the construction footprint, were 
uncovered listed as HMK1a.  
 
Findings at HMK1a include: 

§ The disturbed areas also contained a large number of lithics with the calcrete quarry having 
more ESA material such as general LCT with the minimal number flaking from river 
pebbles, and some half completed LCTs;  

§ The materials collected from sand heaps on the edge and in the sand quarry, are 
associated with the MSA with a few smaller lithics possibly LSA. Lithics collected includes 
various cores and facetted blades. Some of the blades show retouch and wear marks. 

 

Evaluation of the calcrete and sand quarries indicate two stratigraphic units present within the 
substrate at Kipling Farm, Kalahari Sands (Kalahari Group; termed Horizon A) overlying a calcrete 
horizon (Horizon B).  The exposed pebble layer in the sand quarry is consistent with the MSA finds. 
It is most likely that the buried artefacts were once at the surface and thus part of the original 
surface scatters, but due to natural processes they have migrated downwards through the loose 
unconsolidated sediments. This is a common phenomenon in many archaeological sites (Fourie et 
al. 2018). 
 
The frequency of lithic finds in the sand quarry and possible primary buried context within the 
subsurface pebble matrix makes for the collection and documentation of lithics in a primary context 
that has not previously been investigated in the larger Hotazel area. This deposit and context will 
be disturbed by the construction activity and it is thus recommended that the site further be 
investigated and documented.  
 

4.1 Applying archaeologists 

The permit application is lodged by the following archaeologists for PGS: 
Wouter Fourie – BA(Hon) Archaeology – Project Director 
Ilan Smeyatsky - MSc (Archaeology) – Stone Age Specialist 
Jessica Angel – MSc (Archaeology) – Curations Manager 
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4.2 Mitigation process and curation 

Considering the nature of the development in question, it is not possible for the construction 
footprint to be adjusted to address the finds some 20m northeast of HMK1. As a result, the following 
mitigation measure are recommended for HMK1a: 

• That test excavations in the undisturbed Kalahari sands within the construction footprint as 
identified be done to document and collect a representative sample of artefacts present in 

the deflated pebble layer; 

• That a surface collection of all artefacts within the disturbed sand quarry is done before 
construction continues; 

• In line with the general recommendations for construction activities in 100 meters from the 
Ga-mogara river centre line, controlled sampling within the construction footprint is done 
by auger to determine if any deposits are present; 

 
All material recovered will be curated with the other material recovered under permit 3103 (BRMO 
Stone Age site) as agreed with the landowner AssMag Pty Ltd. 
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Appendix A 
Legislative Requirements – Terminology and Assessment Criteria 

 
 
The identification, evaluation and assessment of any cultural heritage site, artefact or find in the 
South African context is required and governed by the following legislation - 
 

i. NEMA;   
ii. National Heritage Resources Act (NHRA) Act 25 of 1999; and 
iii. Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act (MPRDA) Act 28 of 2002.  

 
The following sections in each Act refer directly to the identification, evaluation and assessment of 
cultural heritage resources. 
 

i. GNR 982 of 2014 (Government Gazette 38282) promulgated under the NEMA: 
a) Basic Assessment Report (BAR) – Regulations 19 and 23 
b) Environmental Scoping Report (ESR) – Regulation 21 
c) Environmental Impacts Report (EIR) – Regulation 23 

d) EMPr – Regulations 19 and 23 
ii. NHRA: 

a) Protection of Heritage Resources – Sections 34 to 36; and 
b) Heritage Resources Management – Section 38 

iii. MPRDA Regulations of 2014: 
a) Environmental reports to be compiled for application of mining right – Regulation 48. 

 
The NHRA stipulates that cultural heritage resources may not be disturbed without authorization 
from the relevant heritage authority. Section 34 (1) of the NHRA states that, “no person may alter 
or demolish any structure or part of a structure which is older than 60 years without a permit issued 
by the relevant provincial heritage resources authority…”. The NEMA (Act No 107 of 1998) states 
that an integrated EMP should, (23 -2 (b)) “…identify, predict and evaluate the actual and potential 
impact on the environment, socio-economic conditions and cultural heritage”.  In accordance with 
legislative requirements and EIA rating criteria, the regulations of the South African Heritage 
Resources Agency (SAHRA) and the Association of Southern African Professional Archaeologists 
(ASAPA) have also been incorporated to ensure that a comprehensive legally compatible HIA 
report is compiled.  
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Appendix B 
Project team CV’s 

 
 
WOUTER FOURIE 
Professional Heritage Specialist and Professional Archaeologist and Director PGS Heritage 
 
Summary of Experience 
Specialised expertise in Archaeological Mitigation and excavations, Cultural Resource 
Management and Heritage Impact Assessment Management, Archaeology, Anthropology, 
Applicable survey methods, Fieldwork and project management, Geographic Information Systems, 
including inter alia -  
 
Involvement in various grave relocation projects (some of which relocated up to 1000 graves) and 
grave “rescue” excavations in the various provinces of South Africa 
Involvement with various Heritage Impact Assessments, within South Africa, including - 
• Archaeological Walkdowns for various projects 
• Phase 2 Heritage Impact Assessments and EMPs for various projects 

• Heritage Impact Assessments for various projects 

• Iron Age Mitigation Work for various projects, including archaeological excavations and 
monitoring 

• Involvement with various Heritage Impact Assessments, outside South Africa, including - 
• Archaeological Studies in Democratic Republic of Congo 
• Heritage Impact Assessments in Mozambique, Botswana and DRC 
• Grave Relocation project in DRC 
 
Key Qualifications 
BA [Hons] (Cum laude) - Archaeology and Geography - 1997 
BA - Archaeology, Geography and Anthropology - 1996 
Professional Archaeologist - Association of Southern African Professional Archaeologists (ASAPA) 
- Professional Member 
Accredited Professional Heritage Specialist – Association of Professional Heritage Practitioners 
(APHP) 
CRM Accreditation (ASAPA) -   

• Principal Investigator - Grave Relocations 

• Field Director – Iron Age 

• Field Supervisor – Colonial Period and Stone Age 

• Accredited with Amafa KZN 
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Key Work Experience 
2003- current - Director – Professional Grave Solutions (Pty) Ltd 
2007 – 2008 - Project Manager – Matakoma-ARM, Heritage Contracts Unit, University of the 
Witwatersrand 
2005-2007 - Director – Matakoma Heritage Consultants (Pty) Ltd  
2000-2004 - CEO– Matakoma Consultants 
1998-2000 - Environmental Coordinator – Randfontein Estates Limited. Randfontein, Gauteng 
1997-1998 - Environmental Officer – Department of Minerals and Energy. Johannesburg, Gauteng 
 
Worked on various heritage projects in the SADC region including, Botswana, Mozambique and 
the Democratic Republic of the Congo 
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ILAN SMEYATSKY 
Professional Archaeologist  
 
Personal Details 

- Name:                 Ilan 

- Surname:   Smeyatsky 

- Identity Number: 9109275072080 

- Date of Birth:   27-09-1991 

- Citizenship:   South African 

- Gender:    Male 

- Marital Status:    Single 

- Languages Spoken:  English 
 
Education History 
2010-2013: BSc  Bachelors Degree 
 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa 

▪ Archaeology 
▪ Psychology 
▪ Statistics 
▪ Research Design and Analysis 
▪ 67% Pass (2:1 Qualification) 

 
2014: BSc (Hons) in Archaeology 
 
AWARDS: 
▪ Received the 2014 Center of Excellence in Palaeoscience award - Bursary to the value of 

ZAR 30000 ≈ $2500 

▪ Received the Post-Graduate Merit Award in 2015 for academic merit for my Honours academic 
results - Bursary to the value of ZAR 25000 ≈ $1800 

 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa 
▪ Archaeology 
▪ Excavation techniques 
▪ Theory 
▪ 69% Pass (2:1 Qualification) 
▪ Distinction received for thesis entitled: “Stylistic variation in Later Stone Age tanged 

arrowheads: a pilot study using geometric morphometrics” 
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2015-2017: MSc by Research (Archaeology) 
 
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa 

▪ Archaeology 
▪ Statistical analysis 
▪ GIS (Geographic Information Systems) 
▪ Thesis entitled: “Discerning and explaining shape variations in Later Stone Age 

tanged arrowheads, South Africa” 
 
Aug 2016 –  
Jan 2017: Semester of Archaeology Masters 
 
AWARD: Received the 2016 AESOP+ full Masters scholarship to study at Uppsala University, 
Uppsala, Sweden – Scholarship to the value of ZAR 160,000 ≈ $11,000 
Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden 

▪ Archaeological theory 
▪ GIS (Geographic Information Systems) 

▪ Invitational research 
 
Employment History 
Part time employment as a student: 
 

• 2009-2013: Part-Time Electrician Apprentice: Assisting in home electrical repair jobs. 

• 2014-2015: Lab Research Assistant: Analysing and classifying lithic artefacts, Data 
capturing, Mentoring trainee research assistants. 

 
Experience in the field of archaeology: 
 

• 2013-2015: Fieldwork/Excavator - Responsibilities: Feature detection, excavation, 
sieving,  sorting, analysis, soil sampling, field documentation, ‘dumpy’ operation , Total 
Station operation, DGPS operation, rock art tracing and photography, engraving tracing 
and photography. 

o South African excavations: 

§ Early Stone Age excavation at Maropeng World Heritage Site in Gauteng 
(1 Week – August 2015) 

§ Pig cadaver exhumation as part of forensic experiment near Pretoria, 
Gauteng (1 Week – December 2014) - Praised for having the 
determination of returning for each subsequent excavation day as it was 
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performed on a purely volunteer basis and the work conditions were 
particularly strenuous - Dr. Coen Nienaber 

§ Iron Age excavation at Komati Gorge, Mpumalanga (1 Week – August 
2014) - Praised for being exceptionally “methodical and proficient” with my 
excavation techniques – Dr. Alex Schoeman 

§ Rock art fieldwork at Komati Gorge, Mpumalanga (1 Week – August 2014) 
§ Underwater archaeology site mapping Komati Gorge, Mpumalanga (1 

Week – August 2014) 
§ Early Stone Age excavation at Maropeng World Heritage Site in Gauteng 

(2 Weeks - September 2013) - Personally uncovered some of the only 
stone tools (~1.8 million years old) found during that digging season. 

• 2016: Excavation Supervisor - Responsibilities: Supervision of two junior excavators, 
site detection, decision of excavation grid placement, excavation, sieving, sorting, soil 
sampling, field documentation. 

§ Historical (farm site) excavation at Graaff-Reinet, Eastern Cape, South 
Africa (2 Weeks) 

§ Completed dig 1 week ahead of schedule aided by my efficient direction, 
drive and support to the excavators under my supervision. 

• April 2017 – April 2018: Intern Archaeologist – PGS Heritage: Heritage Impact 
assessments, background research, report writing, permit applications, collections 
management, stakeholder engagement and grave relocation. 

• April 2018 – PRESENT: Archaeologist – PGS Heritage: Heritage Impact assessments, 
background research, report writing, permit applications, collections management, 
stakeholder engagement and grave relocation. 

 
Professional Body Membership: 
 

• Professional Archaeologist - Association of Southern African Professional Archaeologists 
(ASAPA) - Professional Member 

• CRM Accreditation (ASAPA) -   
o Field Supervisor – Stone Age, Iron Age & Grave Relocations 

 


